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Abstract

Partial Wave Analysis of the J/V' -> -yK'lh'***, -yK±K:fTr0 decays in the t/7?(1430) mass
range shows a clear pseudoscalar dominance, with two dynamical components. The main
one, centered at s; 1460 MeV/c2, proceeds via <7O(98O)TT dynamics, while the second one
with A'*(892)AT dynamics is peaked at % 1420 MeV/c2, close to its threshold. In addition,
the higher part of the mass spectrum contains a significant contribution from the 1 + +

K*(892)K wave. In the PWA of the J/4' —* "yrjir+n~ channel a resonant a0K production
is observed slightly below 1400 MeV/c2.
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1. Introduction

One of the most important results in the study of the J/V' radiative decays was the
observation in the early 80's by Crystal Ball'1' and Mark II'2' of a pseudoscalar signal, the
i (now r/(1430)), decaying into KKn. It was claimed for the discovery of a glueball state
because of the large measured branching ratio. Presently, the nature of this structure is
still controversial. In particular analogous peaks have been observed in hadroproduction
with possible 1 + + assignment'3'.

In a previous paper'4' we reported on the study of the J/i/.' radiative decays into
A'gA'**-*, K + A.'~7T°, rjK+K~ and /j°-y from the 8.6 million of J/i/> events collected by the
DM2 experiment'5' at the Orsay e + c~ storage ring DCI. The i was observed in both KKir
modes and, in the hypothesis of a single spin-parity production, its pseudoscalar character
was firmly established. A Dalitz plot analysis was consistent with an important A**(892)A'
dynamical contribution. On the contrary no signal was observed at the t mass in the 7/7T+Tr"'
channel, but a peak at 1400 MeV/c2 consistent with a large ao(980)7r dynamics.

In order to obtain a better understanding of the observed signals a Partial Wave
Analysis (PWA) has been developed in the i mass range for the coupled channels A'^A^TT*

and K+K~ 7T°, and for the rjn+Tr~ channel. In the present paper we report on the results
of this analysis.

The performed Partial Wave Analysis consists in the classic maximization of a like-
lihood function over the unknown relative percentage parameters A; of the single waves i
considered in the analysis. The term "wave" refers to an explicit spin-parity state in the
L-S basis. The probability density of each wave is proportional to the squared scattering
amplitude of the decay channel and to the phase space and the dynamic factors (LIPS and
resonant mass distributions respectively). Set-up acceptance is taken into account for each
wave.

The scattering amplitudes |A|2 are obtained within the helicity formalism and assum-
ing factorization between the production (J/4' —" 7 X) and the decay (X —» n bodies)
sectors. Their analytical expressions are completely computed for the waves which can be
described via isobars in the decay chain, while integration over 2 of the 5 angles which
define the reaction have to be done in order to get |A|2 analytically for J /4> —* 7 + 3 bodies.
Full interference between the different combinations of the isobars (i.e. the two A* com-
binations in KKn and the two ao's in rjnn) is considered via the convolution with the
complex decay amplitude of X —* n bodies. Explicit expressions are given in Appendix.

The different wave contributions are extracted in mass bins. The binning is chosen
according to the number of events in the resonant regions and the possibility to recognize
structures over a minimum number of bins.

2. J / 0 - 7A'A~7r

The final mass distributions of the J/4" -> 7A ' + A'"TT 0 and 7A '^A '*^ events are
drawn in Fig. 1. One can see, in particular from the A"5A*̂  7T̂  events distribution where
the background level is very small, that the shape of the 1 is asymmetric, suggesting a
threshold effect and/or the presence of more than one state.
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The decay chain J/i/> — 7A' —> -yKKn is analyzed taking into account the isobars
A'*(892) -> A'n- and ou(980) —» A'Â", which are the only known intermediate states which
can contribute to the decay, as well as the direct 3-body decay. All the possible waves
with spin 0 and 1 are considered. Since the state X is an eigenstate of C — + 1, there are
only two possible waves with a0 dynamics, O + and 1 + + . The ao state is described by a
Flatté paranietrization '6I with gKf{ = 0.225, gllw = 0.15 '7 ', but the results of the analysis
are almost unsensitive to large variations of these parameters. In addition there are four
waves with A'*(892) dynamics, 0", I + (L = 0), l f ( L = 2), 1", while for the direct 3-body
decay all the three spin-parities 0~, I + , 1"" are allowed.

Therefore, the PWA is developed with 12 different waves, aow phase space (p.s.),
aoir (0- , l f ) , A"*(892)A" (p.s.), A'*(892)A" (0", I + L = 0, X + L = 2, 1~), KKK (p.s.),
AA'7T (0~, I + , I " ) , and the analysis is carried out without taking into account possible
interferences between waves with the same spin-parity. Actually, PWA including such
interferences gives completely unstable results'8', because of our limited statistics. Events
have been classified in mass bins of 30 MeV/c2.

Owing to the large number of free parameters (18) in the 12 wave analysis, first
a coupled channel analysis for the two modes A'ÇA^TT^ and K+K~w° has been made
in order to evidentiate the important waves on' the maximum available statistics. The
significant contributions in the ( mass range (Fig. 2) come from the waves aow 0~+ and
1 + + , A'*(892)A' 0~+ and l + + (L = 0). As a matter of fact one can also see contributions
from other waves, in particular from the 1~ + A'*(892)A' one, but they are unstable under
different fitting conditions and for this reason they have been discarded from the rest of
the analysis, along with all the unessential waves, except the pure phase space one which
absorbs the background.

Figs. 3a and 36 show the results of the analysis for the restricted set of 5 waves
for both the A '^A^TT* and K + K~ir° channels. Since the results for the two channels
are quantitatively consistent for the significant signals, a coupled channel analysis can be
made (Fig. 4). In addition, the consistency of the results for the two channels is a check of
the apparatus understanding since the acceptances for the two modes are very different.

The net result of the analysis is a clear pseudoscalar dominance on the 1 signal with
aow and A'*(892)A' peaks, and a broad contribution from 1 + + A**(892)A' on the high mass
part of the 1. The observed mass distributions are stable over different fitting conditions.
In addition a small enhancement is observed in (IQK 1 + + wave at 1420 MeV/c2. It is not
observed in the A'+A"~7r° mode, but due to the smallness of its expected contribution, it
might be confused with the background.

By fitting the three structures in the energy range 1300-1550 MeV/c2 to Breit-Wigner
curves including proper phase space factors (Fig. 5), the following masses, widths and
product branching ratios (PBR) BR(JIf — 7.Y) x BR(X - KKir) are obtained:

• O07T 0 " +

m = 1459 ± 5 MeV/c2, T .= 75 ± 9 MeV/c2, PBR = (1.78 ± 0.21 ± 0.33) x IO~3

• K*(892)K 0~ +

m = 1421 -h 14 MeV/c2, T ^ 63 i- IS XhV/r2, PBR = (0.83 ± 0.13 ± 0.18) x 10~3

• A"'(892)A" 1 + +

m - 1462 ±20 MeV/c2, T = 129 ±41 MeV/r2. PBR = (0.76 ± 0.15 ± 0.21) x 10~3
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Nevertheless the shape of the I + + A"*(892)A' signal is barely accounted for by a
single Breit-Wigner. The systematic errors take into account the normalization (15%)!9'
and PWA uncertainties.

Moreover, an extensive Monte Carlo study shows that some feedthrough is possible
between the states with OQIT and A"*(892)A" dynamics in the mass region close to 1400
MeV/c2, where their dynamical overlap becomes significant. This affects mainly the prod-
uct, branching ratio of the 1420 McV/c2 state which can vary up to 25%. In the same
way we cannot exclude this state to decay, within the above limit, also through a o0(980)7r
dynamics, whose signal is not observed but could merge with the leading edge of the
1460 MeV/c2 peak.

On the contrary, around 1460 McV/c2 the PWA well recognizes the different dynam-
ical and spin-parity states, and the helicity ratios, so giving confidence on the obtained
results.

3 . J /4' —

The selection of the events J / 0 —> 7777^ leads to the scatter plot mnn versus /«,,„.„. in
the 1000 MeV/c2 < mnnw < 1800 MeV/c2 mass region shown in Fig. 6a. The TJTTTT mass
projection (Fig. 66) gives evidence of two structures centered at 1265 and 1400 MeV/c2 on
a rising background. The nature of the structure around 1265 MeV/c2 will be discussed
elsewhere.

The decay chain J/rf1 —> JTJTTIT is analyzed taking into account only the a^(980) —* T]TT±

isobar'10 ' as well as the direct 3-body decay. The a0 resonance is described via the Flatté
parametrization which is equivalent, to the Breit-Wigner function within the concerned
mass region. The X —> (IQTT ~~" '1*^""~ leads to 2 waves if the spin J of X is limited
to 1, namely 0~ + and 1 + + . A total of 6 different waves is considered, 3 waves with the
Oo dynamics (phase space, 0~ + and 1 + + ) and 3 without (phase space, 0~ + and 1 + + ) .
The latter two waves can be described analytically (as for the KKTT channels) after the
integration over 2 of the 5 angles which define the reaction. Events have been classified in
mass bins of 20 McV/c2.

When all the six waves are considered, the PWA result shows important, fluctuations.
The T]ITiT (p.s.) is not able to collect the background shape, which is split, into the 3 qwn
waves so indicating that the spin-parity identification of a possible signal, which decays
into T]TTn directly, is not. possible within our analysis. In the following we keep only the
T]TTTT ( 0 " + ) wave which is subjected to minor (Wtnations, but this choice, which remains
arbitrary, does not affect the results of the analysis. The unphysical O0"" (p-s.) which
should collect QQTT non-resonant production as well as part of higher spin events, is also
discarded.

The result of the PWA limited to the three selected waves >]TTTT (0~ + ), O0*" ( O + , 1 + + )
shows (Fig. 7) no significant aox contribution above ItOO MeV/c2, as observed in the
scatter plot of Fig. 6a. The aO7r ( O ' f ) wave does not collect any significant signal, in
particular it is rather flat in the 1 mass rar^e. Conversely the aO7r ( 1 + + ) contributes to the
peak at 1400 McV/c2, but mainly to its lower mass part, the rest of this peak decaying
through a direct T]TTTT production.
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The signal in the aQw(l+) wave has a mass of (1385 ± 15) MeV/c2 and a width of
~ 50 MeV/c2. It corresponds to the product branching ratio:

BR(J/4' ^7 ,Y(1390)) x BR(X -> aow -> r)w+n~) = (2.7 ±0.5 ±0.7) x 10~4

However, we obtain for x, ratio of helicity amplitudes Ai/A0 inside the I + wave, a value
(=s 1.0 ± 0.2) which is critical in our PWA analysis. Actually, Monte Carlo studies show
evidence for a feeclthrougli between the two waves aow, (0~, I + ), up to 30% of the original
signals, in this mass range for values of .c close to ± 1 . Furthermore the small statistics
and the important background limit the confidence on this spin-parity assignment.

The direct TJITTT production, whose origin is unclear, accounts for the difference between
the above branching ratio and the value of Ref.[4].

Anyway no aow signal is observed which corresponds to the resonant ao7r(0~) pro-
duction observed at 1460 MeV/c2 in the KKw radiative channel. By assuming mass and
width of Section 2, the following upper limit (at 90% of CL.) is derived:

BR(J/4' - 7^(1460)) x BR[X - a9w -> W+*~) < 0.8 x H 4

The fit has been performed over the sum of the 0 and I + OQW distributions in order to
be independent of the possible feedthrough between the two waves.

4. Conclusions

A Partial Wave Analysis has been developed for the J/ij> —» jKKw and J / 0 -+
Jt]W+W' channels in the i/rç(1430) region. In the KKw study the pseudoscalar dominance
is clearly established with two components. The main one, with mass 1460 MeV/c2 and
width 75 MeV/c2, has aQw dynamics, in agreement with the previous Crystal Ball results'1'.
The second pseudoscalar component with mass 1420 MeV/c2 and width 63 MeV/c2 is
observed to decay via A'*(892)A'. However we cannot exclude for this state also an unseen
aO7i- dynamics because of the significant PWA uncertainties around the K*K threshold.
Finally a broad A'*(892)A' 1 + + structure, which is poorly described by a single Breit-
Wigner, is present in the higher mass part of the /.

The reported splitting of the pseudoscalar i signal into two states further increases the
observed pseudoscalar activity in this mass range'11'. Radial excitations of the standard
r], J]' mesons are predicted'12' in the 1 -f'2 GeV/c2 mass region, but too many states are
observed. As all of them cannot fit into the standard qq nonet 0~+ one can suspect that
some are misidentified glueball or exotic states.

In the <//</' —> Ji]W+w~ channel the peak at 1400 MeV/c2, which is of interest in this
analysis, gives evidence of a (IQW dynamics only in the lower mass part, with a preferred
but not firmly established 1 + + spin-parity assignment, the rest of the signal decaying
without a.QW dynamics. It is hard to connect this structure with the states we observe in
the A'A'TT analysis or with the pseudoscalar anw —> rjww production already reported in
hadroproduction1'31 at 1420 MeV/c2.

On the other hand, the lack of any o07r --> i]ww signal in the 1400-1500 MeV/c2 mass
range raises the question of whether it is rea' op production or some other dynamical effect,



resulting in a A'A' mass distribution sharply peaked near its threshold, which is observed
in the KKK analysis.

Appendix

VVe report here the explicit expression for the scattering amplitudes of the different
channels and waves. More details can be found in Ref.[14 .

For the J/4' -1 7 A'A'TT channel, if no isobar is assumed, integration over 2 of the 5 an-
gles leads to the following angular distributions '15I, the mass dependence being factorized
out :

(T + -Wv A"Tr: \A\2 = 1 + cos2 0

1 + + -> A'A'TT: |.4|2 = (1 + cos2 0) sin2 tf

+ -.rsin20sin2/icos<?!> \-x2 sin2 0(1 +cos2/?)
Ù

1~+ - A'A'TT: |,4|2 = (1 + cos2 0) sin2 /i

— —x sin 20 sin 2/3 cos 4> + x2 sin 0 sin2 /3

where 0, /3 and <f> are respectively the polar angle of .Y in lab frame, the polar and azimuth
angles of the normal to the X decay plane in Jf-frame, and x is the ratio, assumed to be
real, of the helicity amplitudes Ai/Ao in production for the spin 1 state.

Looking at the decay chain J/4' —• "yK'K —» ̂ KKn, many pure waves are possible,
with dynamic interference between the different A* —+ Kir combinations. Within the
helicity formalism the complex decay amplitude for .Y —> A'*(892)A' is :

F11 = BW1 x |Q/<-.(89>)|L X Y, Ah x Dlth x DJf1-A + (1 «-» 2)
h

where /J,,h are the helicities of the states X and A "(892) respectively, J is the spin of
Xi QK'(892) is t n e A'*(892) momentum in the Jf-frame, BW\ is the Breit-Wigner which
describes '16< the first A'*(892) combination, (1 M 2) represents symmetrization over the
second A'*(892) combination. F11 is then folded with the production amplitude J/ij>
as:

\A,\2 =(1+ cos2 0,)|FO|2

— x v 2 sin O1 cos O1 R

where x is defined above, while O1 is the polar angle of the photon.
In the case of the o0 —* AA" isobar, no dynamic interference is possible and the two

pure waves, 0~ and I + , are easily computed. The angular distributions are:

(T+ -> O0K : \A\2 = 1 + cos2 O1

I + + -> flO7T : |A|2 = (1 + cos'20>)cos20ao + -arsin207sin20aocosv?a

+ x' sin2 O1 sin2 0ao



where #7iao are the polar angles of the photon and the «o state in the lab frame and the X
center of mass respectively, tpao is the aziniuthal angle of ag in X-frame and x is still the
ratio of helicity amplitudes Ai/A0.

The J/if> —> "yrjwn channel presents only the Oo -» IJTT isobar, and correspondingly two
waves are possible for J < 1, 0~" and I + . FnIl interference is present between the two
different OQ --+ T/TT combination.

By defining the two Flatté's as F+ = B+e"3', F_ = B^c"3-, the scattering amplitudes
for CT+ and l + + are:

T + -*aO7r: |.4|2 = (1 + cos2 0-,)[B\ +Bl + 2B+B-cos({3+ - / 3 _

+ + \A\2 = (1 + cos2 O1)[Bl c o s 2 ^0
+ + B~ ( o s 2 * . -

+ 2B+B- cos(/f+ - 0.. ) cos 9a + cos^a - J

+ 2x sinOy cos ^7[J?+ sin ^a+ cos#a+ cos <pa +

+ B+B- cos(/3+ - (i-)s\nOa+ cosOa- cos<pa +

4- i?2 sin (9 - cos 0 - cos <p - 1

+ i 2 sin2 6 I 7 [ ^ sin2 9a+ + B2. sin2 6a-

+ B+B- cos{[3+ - i3_)s\n0a+ sintfa- cos(y?a+ - v?a- )]

#7 i a o and <pao corresponding to the same angles defined for the previous amplitudes.
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Fifi.l Mass distributions for the two .//i/1 -• -/KKir modes:
(a) K°sK

±Tr:f channel;
(b) A'1"A" "7T0 channel.
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waves for the coupled A'Kir channels.
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Fig.6 I)-K^ mass versus ^7T+ 7r mass scatter plot (2 entries per event).
(a) I]W + Ti"' mass projection
(b) I]Tr^ mass projection
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Fig.7 PWA of the 7/7r+7r~ channel.


